
Physis 407-07Assignment 11.) Given the metri ds2 = (x2dx2 + x4dy2) (1)�nd the equations for straight lines in this spae.Show that the lines y = onstant are solutions and �nd what x is as afuntion of s for these lines.Change the x ordinate, so that for these solutions, the new oordinatewould be a linear funtion of s. What would the metri be for this hoie of xoordinate?2.) For at spaetime, where in x; y oordinates, the metri isds2 = dx2 + dy2 (2)de�ne new oordinates X; Y suh thatx = osh(X) os(Y ) (3)y = sinh(X)sin(Y ) (4)Find the metri in terms of X and Y (I.e., express the distane ds2 in termsof dX; dY and funtions of X and Y ). (These oordinates are alled elliptialoordinates beause surfaes of onstant X are ellipses, and of onstant Y arehyperbolas)Are any of the lines X = onst or Y = onst straight lines? (You do nothave to solve the equations but just show that they are straight lines)3. Consider the metri ds2 = x2dx2 + x2dy2 (5)Find the geodesi equations for this metri.Show that x = iy + C (6)formally ( for x and y omplex ) are solutions to these equations.4.a) A partile of mass M at rest emits a gamma ray of energy E, leaving apartile of mass M'. What is M' as a funtion of E and M?b)Now the resultant partile of mass M' in part a) at rest. What energy �would a gamma ray partile need in order to be absorbed and reate the originalpartile of mass of M again. Why is � not the same as E?5.) a) Pole and Barn revisited. A runner arrying a horizontal pole isrunning at a barn at 4/5 the veloity of light. When both are at rest, the pole1



has exatly the same length as the barn. Aording to the runner, the barn willbe ontrated. However, when the runner, loated at the trailing edge of thepole, sees the front of his pole hit the far inside end of the barn, how far fromthe end of the barn is he loated?b) Bob leaves Alie behind on earth and travels o� to the nearest star 4 lightyears away and returns. (A light year is the distane light travels in one year)On his return, Bob �nds that the total trip aording to his loks is 10 hoursless than Alie laims it was. How fast was he travelling? (Assume onstantveloity for the trip there and bak). (Note{ Use 1 year=104 hours.)6.) Light traveling through water at rest travels at a speed of 1n the veloityof light where n is the index of refration. Assume that the water is travelingat veloity v in the lab in the same diretion as the light is traveling. What, tolowest order in v is the veloity of that light aording to the lab frame.
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